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CAPTAIN CANNABIS NO. 2 40th ANNIVERSARY EDITION
VANCOUVER, BC, CANADA: Hot on the success of No. 1, creator Verne Andru today announced the rerelease his second Captain Cannabis comic book, “Roll Me Another One Just Like the Other.”
“During seventy-seven, seventy-eight I did the second part of the Captain Cannabis story,” Verne said
with the release. “It picks up from number one as Captain Cannabis spins out of control from the cosmic pot he
smoked.”
Verne continues, “I kept the essence of the original but redid the B-story, so it’s the same only much
better. That lead me to redo the art so it’s all new. I’m super happy with the way it’s coming out.”
The 22 pages of new-old Captain Cannabis story is complemented by the second part of “Angel,” a story
also from No. 1 with six pages of previously unpublished vintage artwork by Verne Andru and Marvel artist
George Freeman. In keeping with last year’s No. 1, No. 2 is a “40th Anniversary” release.
Published by oKee.comX, “Captain Cannabis No. 2 40th Anniversary” availability will be announced
separately.
For more information:
		www.CaptainCannabis.com
		www.facebook.com/pages/Captain-Cannabis/131856846871529
		www.oKee.com
		www.VerneAndru.com
- 30 Captain Cannabis No. 2: Book ISBN 978-0-9738851-7-0, Digital ePub ISBN 978-0-9738851-8-7
Captain Cannabis No. 1: Book ISBN 978-0-9738851-5-6, Digital ePub ISBN 978-0-9738851-6-3

Captain Cannabis No. 2: Book ISBN 978-0-9738851-7-0, Digital ePub ISBN 978-0-9738851-8-7
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Captain Cannabis Celebrates its 40th
Anniversary
by David Edmundson | August 15, 2017
Cannabis in mainstream entertainment may be relatively standard today, but not long
ago it was relegated to back rooms as part of the counter culture.
From that bygone era sprung the comic book Captain Cannabis, which is currently
celebrating the 40th anniversary of its first issue, titled “Roll Me Another One.” The
book follows the whacky adventures of Hal Lighter, a hero tasked with protecting
Earth amidst an extradimensional war, while trying to protect the love of his life,
Marion Jones.
Lighter uses intergalactic weed to transform into the titular Captain Cannabis. Sure it
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sounds weird, but a lot of comic book powers come from strange places. Shazam,
who is an adult aged superhero, got his powers because as a young boy he took a
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magical subway to a throne room, where a wizened wizard bestowed onto him, not
only extraordinary powers, but the ability to go back-and-forth from adult to child
when he transforms.
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The comic is billed as being “about as far from politically correct as you can get.” And
it definitely lives up to that moniker. Comic Cook Code be damned, you won’t find
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adventures like this at Marvel or DC. The first issue of the comic, created by Verne
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Andru, is being reissued with updated artwork to celebrate the milestone.
The parallels between Captain Cannabis and the Green Lantern are too numerous to be a coincidence. Both heroes derive their
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powers from a mystical source, both play large roles in intergalactic conflicts they never imagined possible and both are motivated
by their sense of right and desire to protect the one they love. Readers can only hope that Lighter is better at protecting his beloved,
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and that she doesn’t share the same fate as Green Lantern’s (Kyle Rayner) girlfriend Alexandra DeWitt, who was “fridged.” No that’s
not a typo, and DC Comics would love to pretend it didn’t happen. Thankfully though, the internet exists and you can read all about
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it here.
Area

You can pick up the 40th anniversary collector’s edition of Captain Cannabis at CaptainCannabis.com.
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